
TITLE APPLICATION                                                                                               IT2 

The following federation SERBIA hereby applies for the title of : 

International Master (minimum level 2400) 

To be awarded to:  

family name:  Sarenac first name: David 

FIDE ID Number: 936669 date of birth: 28. 01. 1990. place of birth: Belgrade 

date necessary rating gained:  Conditional application level of highest rating: Avg 2017 - 2382 

Herewith certificates (IT1s) and cross-tables for the following norms  

1. name of event :  Serbian League 2008 location:  Subotica, SRB 

dates:  01. 09 – 12. 09. 2008 tournament system:  Team Round Robin 

average rating of opponents:  2430 total number of games played:  9 

points required: 5  points scored: 5  

number of games to be counted:  

(after dropping games): points required:                           points scored:  

number from host federation:  9 number not from own federation:  0 

number of opponents: total titled 8  GMs 3  IMs 4  FM 1  rated 9  unrated 0  
 

2. name of event :  Premijer liga Beograda 2016 location:  Beograd, SRB 

dates:  08. 10 – 22. 10. 2016. tournament system:   Team Round Robin 

average rating of opponents:  2273 total number of games played:  13 

points required:   points scored:   

number of games to be counted:  9  (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:  7                         points scored: 7 

number from host federation:   6 number not from own federation:   3 

number of opponents: total titled 6  GM 1  IMs 2  FMs 3  rated 9  unrated 0 
 

3. name of event :  International Chess Tournament   

                               "Paracin 2017" - OPEN A 
location: Paracin, SRB 

dates:  07. 07 - 14. 07. 2017. tournament system:  Individual Swiss System 

average rating of opponents:  2424 total number of games played:  9 

points required:  5 points scored:  6 

number of games to be counted:                  (if not all)  

(after dropping games): points required:                              points scored:  

 

 number from host federation:  3 number not from own federation:  6 

number of opponents:  total titled 9  GMs 4  IMs 3  FM 1  WFM 1  rated 9  unrated 0 

total number of games:  28 (minimum 27)  

special comments: This is conditional application for IM title. Player has achieved required 

norms, but still need to reach minimum rating for IM title (2400) 
1) Norm was achieved acc to B.01 - 1.43b  2) Norm was achieved acc to B.01 - 1.43b 

3) Norm was achieved from 10 games acc to B.01 - 1.41d 
 

name of Federation official:  Petar Katanic – Vujic, IA               date:  31. 08. 2017.  

signature:                                                                                                


